MEMORANDUM FOR THE DIRECTOR, CIA RECONNAISSANCE PROGRAMS

SUBJECT: Outstanding Contribution of HEXAGON

On July 1, management of the HEXAGON sensor program will be transferred from CIA to the Air Force. I want to take this occasion to recognize the leadership, foresight and dedication to the preservation of the National security displayed by you and your office in the design, development and initial operation of this extremely important photo-reconnaissance satellite.

Before the first flight, there were many who felt that HEXAGON was too complex an undertaking to be successful. The nearly flawless operation of the first flight vehicle dispelled these doubts and again confirmed the excellence of the work done under your leadership. Each subsequent flight of HEXAGON has outperformed its predecessor.

Because public recognition of this major contribution is not possible and because so many unsung individuals have worked so diligently to make HEXAGON successful, I would appreciate your extending my sincere compliments and those of the Secretary of Defense to your people as we recognize an outstanding example of "a job well done."

John L. McLucas

[Handwritten signature]